In recent years, support vector machines (SVMs) have shown good performance in a number of appkation areas including .text classification [I]. However thc learning capability of SVMs comes ai a cost: an inherent inability to explain the process by which a learning result was reached. Hence, the situation is similar to artificial neural networks (ANNs)[2] where the apparent lack of an explanation capability has led to various approaches aiming at extracting symbolic rules from neural networks. For SVMs to gain acceptance in areas such as medical diagnosis, it is desirabIe to offer an "explanation" capability.
I. INTKODUCIION
In recent years, support vector machines (SVMs) have shown good performance in a number of appkation areas including .text classification [I] . However thc learning capability of SVMs comes ai a cost: an inherent inability to explain the process by which a learning result was reached. Hence, the situation is similar to artificial neural networks (ANNs) [2] where the apparent lack of an explanation capability has led to various approaches aiming at extracting symbolic rules from neural networks. For SVMs to gain acceptance in areas such as medical diagnosis, it is desirabIe to offer an "explanation" capability.
A. Rule-Extracrion and Machine Learning
One potential method of classifying rule-extraction techniques is in tcnns of the "translucency" of the view taken within the rule-extraction method of the underlying classifier. This motif yields two basic categories of ruleextraction techniques: "transparent" and "pedagogical" [ZJ.
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The distinguishing characteristic of the "transparent" (or decompositional) approach is that the focus is on extracting rulcs at the level of individual components of the underlying machinc learning method. In neural networks, these are hidden and output units.
The classification -"pedagogical" or "learning-based" is given to those rule-extraction techniques that treat thc underlying classifier as a "black box". Such tcchniques typicaIly are used in conjunction with a learning algorithm that provides rule-based explanations and the basic motif is to use the trained classifier to generate examples for a second learning algorithm that generates rules as output. A third group in this classification scheme are composites that incorporate elements of both the "transparent" and "pedagogical" rule-extraction techniques. This is the "hybrid" or "eclectic" group [2] In case of SVMs, decompositional approaches can be based on the analysis of support vectors generated by the SVM while learning-based approaches learn what the SVM ha5 learned. An example for learning-bascd ruleextraction from SVMs is Mitsdorffer 141.
The first part of this paper highlights the importance of rule-extraction algorithms and reviews somc ruleextraction from A " and SVMs techniques. The second part of the paper focuses on hybrid rule-extraction from SVMs loosely modeled after the DEDEC algorithm for neural networks. The application area is medical diagnosis.
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B. The Importonce of Rule-Extraction I) Provision of an Explanation Component: The ability of symbolic artificial intelligence (AI) systems to provide a declarative representation of knowledge about the problem domain offers natural explanation for the decisions made by the system. Davis ct al. [5] [17] uses the basic pedagogical motif and utilises the knowledge embedded in the architecture and weight vectors of the trained network to rank the inputs in order of their relalive significancc. This additional information is then used to direct the strategy for generating a minimal set of cases for the rule-extraction-as-learning phase. The foIlowing is a schematic outline of the DEDEC algorithm ~7 1 . For a medical application, it is crucial to understand the systems' decision in order to be confident that future prognoses are correct. in following section, we outline an approach for hybrid rule-extraction from SVMs applied to a medical domain
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B. The Approach.
The basic idea is to reduce the data set before training and to select more representative patterns for training and testing purposes. Knowledge of the probability that a certain pattern belongs to the target class helps towards this end. Hence, our approach can be summarized in the following steps: A modified Pima Indians data set M is used to train a logistic regression model which in turn identifies the most significant attributes, and the probability by which each pattern of M belongs to the target class. The resulting model is used to independently select representative patterns for training and testing purposes from data set M. This is done by sorting data set M with regard to the probability of patterns to belong to the target class (obtained above). Hence, data set A is created.
Leave-one-out 86 73 cross-validation
Data set A is used to train SVMs, i.e. to build a final model with acceptable accuracy, precision and recall. Synthetic data sets are generated with the same attributes but modifieddifferent values to explore the generalisation behaviour of the SVM. That is, the SVM is used to predict the class labels for thesc data sets. Thereby, data set B, C , and U are obtained 1191. Data sets R, C , and D are used to train a machine learning technique with explanation capability. Thcreby, rules are generated that represent the generalisation behaviour of the SVM.
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C. The Experiment
The Pima Indians diabetic database originally has 7b6 patterns. The risk factors are:
Inputs: 1-Number of times prcgoant, 2-2-hour OGTT plasma glucose, 3-Diastolic blood pressure, 4-Triceps skin fold thickness, 5-2 hour serum insulin, 6-Body Mass Index (BMI), 7-Diabetes pedigree function, 8-Age -All attributes are numeric.
. Output: Diagnosis (Diabetes onset within 5 years).
I ) Training Exumples:
We have selected a random sample of 496 patterns from the original data set, after removing all patterns with zero value for attributes 2-4 plus patterns which probably include noise based on medical expertise. This leaves a data set M which ' has a considerable number of patterns with zero value for attribute 5. Data set M is used to train logistic regression model. A data set A of 60 representative patterns for each probability range (Prom 0.999 to 0.53) is selected from data set M (see section B). Data set A has 40 negative, and 20 positive patterns which preservers the distribution of original data set.
2) SVM Training: Data set A is used for SVM training. A variety of learning parameters have been tested to reach an S V M model with an acceptable degree of accuracy, precision and recall. A linear SVM, is sufficient and the results are shown in Table 11 . (Tablc 111). The eight risk factors are used as input to the SVM which in turn predicts a target class for each pattern. This rcsults in data sets B, C, and D. These data sets are used to extract the rulcs leamed by the SVM, and then, test the quality of one of the extrdcted rules. 
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1) Decision Tree Learning:
The C5 algorithm [20] is used to generate decision trees and rule sets from data sets A, R, C, and D. To ensure the quality of extracted rules, leaveone-out cross-validation is used.
Comparing the rule sets which are indirectly generated from the SVM classifier by use data sets B, C, and D with the rules generated from the training data set A (Table IV; coverage 10% and confidence Oh), it can be shown that thc most significant risk factors are present (pla5ma glucose and BMI). Yet, the total number of rules is slightly different. The difference in the number of rules is partially due to the difference in the distribution of positive and negative examples in data sets.
2) Mensuring the Quality of Exrmcted Rules:
Comparing the extracted rule sets in Tables V-VII To test the fidelity, the "Rclass" for each pattern is compared with the output class from the SVMs "SVMclass" for the same pattern. The algorithms used for measuring fidelity of rule set B is outlined in Table VIII . Results are shown in Table IX . 
The best fidclity and accuracy for rule set R is obtained by applying it to data sets B & C . This can be attributed to the smaller number of patterns in data set C, and for data set B it is expected as it is the data sei used for the ruleextrdction. It can also be noticed that thc rule accuracy is slightly lower than the SVM classification accuracy, which is also expected as the fidelity is lower than 100%.
Finally, the worst accuracy result is obtained when applying rule set B to data set D, which is the extended data set, with noise and modified patterns. This can be also attributed to Lhc lower accuracy of SVM classification, and lower fidelity of the rule set. However, the set still has better fidelity.
In terms of consistcncy, changing the training parmeters for the linear SVMs did not rcsult in different rule sets for the same data set.
However, rule set B is consistent with rule set D, especially for the rule that classify positive patterns, The sIight difference in rules for classifying negative pattcms can be attributed to the distribution of positive and negative examples.
CONCLUSION
The decision trees and rule sets produced by C5 offer an explanation of the concepts learned by the SVM. The extracted rulcs are correct and valid from the medical point of view (confimied by a domain expert) and consistcnt with clinical knowledge of diabetes risk factors. It can also be shown that the ruIes extracted by this approach demonstrate a high degree of fiddity and accuracy.
In summary, hybrid rule-extraction from support vector machines offers opportunities for clinical applications.
